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I.

Call to Order: 2:48PM

II.

Pledge of Allegiance:

III.

Roll Call: Ends at 2:49
ASNC Advisor – Dr. Edwin Romero
President of the Associated Students of Norco College – Autumn Parra
Vice President of Administration – Nathaniel llo
Vice President of Finance – Vacant
Vice President of Campus Activities – AimeeSarai Nuñez
Vice President of Campus Relations – Rudy Castellanos
Vice President of Campus Organizations – M.K. Peña
Senator of administration- Sarah Gadalla
Senator of administration- Ana Hernandez
Senator of finance- Francisco Fernandez
Senator of finance- Anthony Pinedo
Senator of activities- David Chaney
Senator of activities- Teresa Chihuahua
Senator of activities- Shawn Schoen
Senator of relations- Javier Ahedo
Senator of relations- Abraham Melgarejo
Senator of relations- Damien Saelak
Senator of organization- Summer Arias
Senator of organization- Tajza Chatman

Approval of Minutes: (October 24th, 2018)
Motion: Aimee Second: Nate
Favored by Nate, Aimee, Rudy, MK, Sarah, Ana, Francisco, Anthony, David, Teresa,
Shawn, Javier, Damien, Summer, Tajza
Opposed: None
Abstention: Abraham
Voting: Approved by Majority

IV.
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XI.

V.

Announcements/Comments from the Public
This time is reserved for members of the public to address the ASNC on issues not
already appearing on the agenda. A limit of three (3) minutes per speaker shall be
observed.
None
Old Business:

a. Technology committee- Javier
We went over the surveys that were taken in Winter and Spring, while discussing what was
giving problems and what was beneficial. We also discussed the website and it should be
done by the end of this year in December.
b. Summer advantage planning-Teresa No meeting.
c. Grants committee- Ana
Justin is asking for 1.47 million dollars for phones to be in classrooms to allow
communication between one another which would be helpful during a shooting.
They will know if the Photonics Program will be passed in summer 2019.
d. Student service planning council – Aimee/David- No meeting.

VI.

New Business. Moved to 3:10
Sen.10.31.01 Dual Registration
Motion Author: Mark DeAsis
(Discussion Item)
The Associated students of Norco College will be discussing how dual registration will be
working with it being a new system.
Motion: Aimee Second: MK
Mark: For the last year, we have been discussing this in the district, I am the current
standing VP of student services. We are cutting down the student registration in half from 4
to 2. We can see what classes have been filled up quickly and potentially add a new class.
They assured me that in terms of the staff, we’d be surprised.
A. We are not dropping for non payment.
B. Make sure you are enrolling in the winter first and then the spring.
C. Our goal is to get students out of here in order to transfer out early.
D. Not many students have visited counselors, so the counseling department decided to
have extended hours on Fridays until 4 on November 9, 16, 30 and maybe
December 7.
This has been sent out on emails, student emails, texts, and it will be on our websites.
President: Does the payment have to be paid separate or together?
Mark: The payments will be separate, we are in the process of making a video. In terms of
the payments, you can pay one term at a time. You have up until May, essentially.
Aimee: So let’s say they registered for English 1A in winter and then they failed it, and
they want to graduate that year so, what if there isn’t space in the classes to enroll?
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Mark: The way academic standings, if you fall below you can still enroll however, if there
is space in the class.
Sen.10.31.02 Appointment of Amber Lall as Senator of Administration
Motion Author: Nathaniel llo
(Discussion Item/Action item)
The Associated students of Norco College will discuss the appointment of Amber lall as
representative of administration.
Motion: Nate Second: MK
Nate: Amber gets the work done and she has great potential and we should let her actions
speak louder than words.
MK: Why do you want to be a part of ASNC?
Amber: I feel that in order for the students voice to be heard, I wanted to be involved to
take care of campus issues.
President: Are you comfortable with the bylaws?
Amber: Kind of, but will work on it.
Approved Unanimously
Sen.10.31.03 Vetoing of bill passed on 10/24
Motion Author: Autumn Parra
(Discussion Item/Action item)
The Associated students of Norco College will discuss vetoing the bill passed on 10/24
regarding adding more representatives at large to activities committee.
Motion: Nate Second: MK
President: The reason for this veto was because I felt as though it was unfair to the other
committees. It just means having a title which does the same thing, and I feel that Aimee
has enough volunteers.
Rosa: In my opinion, Aimee needs help and I don’t feel that enough of ASNC helps her.
President: I don’t want anything to be taken personal, volunteers and reps are practically
the same thing the only difference is a t-shirt.
Edwin: Just to be clear of the process, the president does have a right to veto a bill. The
senate has a right to overthrow the veto with a 2/3 vote and each individual should vote.
MK: I feel like we should wait until all hands are on deck since some people are missing.
Nathaniel: Volunteers do the same as reps but the only difference is they get a shirt so,
what is the necessity.
President: People from ASNC have been coming to help for events because Edwin has put
his foot down, seeing this is an issue. If it is about not being able to go on events, Edwin
and I can talk about allowing volunteers to attend.
Aimee: My volunteers need rights since we are a voice for 14,000 students and we should
stand for what we believe in.
Shawn: Nobody else uses volunteers and we should have reps because no other committee
really needs that extra help, like who really has volunteers here.
Nate: Amber was my volunteer.
Abraham: From what I have seen, most reps after given the title, do not even show up
anymore.
Voted for Overthrow of Veto: Rudy, Shawn, Javier, Summer
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Voted against Overthrow of Veto: Amber, Sarah, Ana, Damien, Anthony, Abraham
Tajza, Francisco, Nathan, MK
Teresa did not vote (absent)
Bill is vetoed.

IX. ASNC Advisor Report
Edwin: This is the first bill where there has been two sides and I find it good that there has
been two sides since there is the passion behind it. It is good to learn how to advocate. It’s
best and healthy that it’s happening right now rather than in a professional work
environment. Last friday was Harvest Festival and overall was really good. Scholarships
are now available and the deadline is January 11 and there usually is a awards ceremony
during May. We are thinking of changing senate meetings to Thursday at 9AM or 2PM.
X. Executive/Committee Reports
Admin: No report
Finance: Budget is updated.
Activities: Winter Ball is Nov. 9 7-10 PM.
Live to give is Nov. 15. Please bring two cans. Calendar is ready for the next semester.
Relations: Live to Give video Monday at 1PM.
Organizations: Thanks for the support on Friday at Harvest fest. ICC retreat 4:30-6:30
President: Next week is RCC homecoming so you can come if you’d like to. We should be
working with our sister colleges. Shared Governance will be moved to next week.
a. Diversity, Equity and Inclusion committee- Summer/Anthony
b. Academic Senate- Autumn
c. ISPC - Francisco
XI. For the Good of the Order/Announcements/Comments from the Public
This time is reserved for members of the public and ASNC officers to address the
ASNC on issues not already appearing on the agenda. A limit of three (3) minutes per
speaker shall be observed.
RCC is hosting a leadership conference which is like a mini CCCSAA.
XIII. Adjournment: 4:12 PM
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